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in  the  Sink



Grow Your 

Phonics Skills! 
Look for the ending blends

-nd, -nk,
-nt 

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15 for more. 

blink 

plant 

New Vocabulary 

water: a clear liquid 
that has no taste or 
odor 

Let’s Read! 
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/11068329


The  Drip 

in  the  Sink
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Greg  spent  the  day  planting  

mint  with  Mom.  

Now  for  a  drink  and  then  bed.  

He  wanted  some  water  to  drink,  

but . . . 





3

Drip,  drop,  drip.  

Greg  got  up  and  went  to  see  

what  was  dripping.  

He  bent  down  and  looked.  He  

saw  it  was  the  sink.  

"We  have  to  mend  this  sink."





5

"Who  can  lend  me  a  hand  and  

fix  the  sink?  Now,  let  me  think,  

Mom  or  Dad?"  

Greg  went  to  get  Dad.  

He's  the  one  who  will  fix  the  

sink!
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As  Greg  bent  down  to  tell  Dad,  

his  dad  had  to  blink  and  stand.  

"Is  this  a  prank?"  Dad  said.  

"No,  Dad.  I  want  to  tell  you,  the  

sink's  dripping."
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"I  can't  fix  the  sink,"  said  Greg.  

"What  a  bind!  I  lend  a  hand.  I  

can't  fix  that  sink.  Your  mom  

can!  She  can  fix  it  in  a  blink!"
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They  went  to  Mom.  

"The  sink  has  a  drip.  Can  you  

lend  a  hand?"  they  said.  

Mom  had  to  blink.  She  asked  if  it  

was  a  prank  too.
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"I  can  fix  any  sink,"  said  Mom.  

"Will  you  lend  me  a  hand?"  

It  was  fixed  in  a  blink!  

"Thank  you,  Mom!  I  think  I  want  

a  drink,"  said  Greg.





15

bent 
bind 
blink 
drink 
hand 
lend 

mend 
mint 
plant 

prank 
sink 

spent 
stand 
thank 
think 
want 
went

Why do you think the 
author had Greg get 
Mom to fix the sink? 

Decodable Words 

Comprehension 

High Frequency Words 

now 
one 

saw 
some 

think 

Phonics Fun 

Choose 2 words from the 
list of words in the book. 
How many letters are in the 
word? 
How many sounds are in 
the word? 
Why? (e.g., "chip" has 4 
letters and 3 sounds 
because the ch makes 1 
sound.) 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
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